AI READINESS ROADMAP AT #AIIM24

1. SCAN & PLAN
   Take some time to learn about the macro and micro trends in AI. Develop an agile strategy.

2. COLLECT CASE STUDIES
   Seek real-world case studies (if available) so you can learn from other's successes and mistakes.

3. PREPARE DATA
   Assess, document, and enhance the management and quality of your data. This is the lifeblood of AI engines.

4. PREPARE PEOPLE
   Skilled staff, strong processes, and good governance are essential for successful AI implementation. Train your team and foster innovation.

5. EXPERIMENT
   Experiment with AI by iteratively building and improving solutions.

6. ITERATE
   Seek feedback and regularly gauge performance.
AI READINESS SESSIONS AT #AIIM24

Check out the educational sessions at #AIIM24 designed to help you prepare your organization for AI. These vital sessions from industry thought leaders are part of 70+ hours of education at #AIIM24. Visit aaimconference.com for an up-to-date agenda and to learn more about this can't-miss event.

1. SCAN & PLAN
   - Fusing Frontiers: The Convergence of Data and Information in the Digital Age
   - Great AI Needs Great Information Management!
   - The Future of Information Management in the Age of AI

2. COLLECT CASE STUDIES
   - Unleash Employee Creativity with Knowledge Work Automation
   - Using AI to Improve Processes

3. PREPARE DATA & PEOPLE
   - AI in Practice: Impacts on the IM Profession and the Way We Work
   - AI Readiness: Preparing Your Content and Organization for Generative AI
   - Data Preparedness for the AI Frontier
   - First-Class Data is the Imperative for AI in IM

4. EXPERIMENT & ITERATE
   - A Practical Guide to Building Generative AI for Your Organization
   - Everything You Wanted to Know About Making the AI Pivot